
the father of wearable computers, who probably had his days but still makes me thrill with his ideas of existemology and learn by living. i asked him advice about my current situation in which I
am not allowed to proceed with my research... also wondering whether he knew of a better place where to conduct it (I would really love him as a supervisor)... all to be seen, but it is just
something that hit me, although I am very inclined to just be submissive...  

A beautiful sunny Saturday with my girl, stopping to look at the suburban neighborhood where we ended up here in Berlin, mostly consisting of social housing, probably from the communist
time and moving on to the Nazi abandoned airport in time, nothing really special but it was quite enjoyable to walk through it and talk to Myrthe. The seating down part was not so nice though
because we again brought up the hurting topic about last Sunday, the going out with boy friends but I think we got it over and we will try to get closer to one another super sensitivity. The walk
continued quite marvelously, first through a cemetery with recently dead Arab immigrants, then through their colorful neighborhood and into Kreuzberg, exactly where I have already been
exploring alone back a year an half ago, other that this time we walked further down the river and we a very good sense of orientation I was able to take Myrthe to the Thai restaurant that the gay
couple hosting us recommended. Myrthe wanted again to pay but I thought it a crime with the little money she has to survive, barely eight euros a day I have estimated. We got back home now
and will try to sleep early since she will have to wake up really early the day after tomorrow to go back to work... for now I am avoiding to check my e-mail but go t quite convinced about
writing the dissertation the Supervisor wants me to write but treat it more as a chapter of a larger research project I want to achieve throughout my long lasting experiment, just again one single
perspective of the 18 total I want to investigate. 

A sunny day, waking up rather filled with energies, getting straight to update my project and feeling quite happy, particularly of my idea about extending my production to gadgets, a sort of
bazaar or shop at the exit of a museum. I later woke up Myrthe and we got to eat breakfast together before working some more. By the middle of the day, when I warmed up the pasta I did on
Friday, I was a bit pensive, probably because I did not receive any respond from the cyborg professor to whom I have inquired regarding my situation. I did not reach any high mood all day, even
when we went out and walked through Berlin through one of my favorite parts, Kastanianalle, where a dozen years ago I was performing with Davide filming from a wheelchair and from where
we took the train back to Italy without ticket and making up a story ("they stole our bags with our inter rail tickets while seating on a bench in Berlin zoo...") for the too kind East German polizei.
As I went back there with August and Liselott a year and a half ago, I could now scout Myrthe through the nice café, stop for a hot chocolate, and immerse ourselves in the Mauer park for the
great flea market. As I was filming clouds in the crowd, Myrthe bought me a very nice, classic, and brown sweater from a Swedish couple. It seems that this is going to be my style now,
brownish and classic and I like it. Later we went to see the actual Mauer, the wall, again a place I visited with August and Lielott but this time I could really go through it quite properly, watching
allot of the amazing escape attempt from the Communist East to the Capitalist West with old people and so forth jumping down buildings. At last in the evening we got a great Lebanese dish,
filled with variety which just made me feel what a bunch of puritans are the Swedish professors, probably a fear Myrthe was able to get me out... the fear that I am sort of very decorated and they
are rather iconoclastic. Now to bed, working a bit with our laptop prior a very short night sleep since tomorrow she has a very early flight and will accompany her to the Alexanderplatz before
going for an adventure and reflection about my future since again I am totally reluctant to having to adjust to the standards set by my supervisor. Myrthe was trying to convince me in fact that it
is their problem... I am very hesitant but one thing is for sure, I have totally lost my motivation to do any writing within a framework that is imposed to me... I frame therefore I am!

We woke up at 3.30in the morning, I actually woke up some 30 seconds  before the alarm, as I can usually program my brain to do. I then accompanied Myrthe to metro and back to Alexander
Platz from where she took the train to the airport to go back to Utrecht and deliver a lecture we sort of collaboratively prepared during our strolling around. For an hour I sat in the small
McDonald fast food of the train station to update a bit my project. I was sleepy and I was approached by a few drunks but they seemed all friendly, talking to me in German. It was still dark and
cold out but I wrapped up my energies and went over to the opposite side of town where, without a map, I walked for hours getting at last right where I wanted, or where I was suggested by Jacek
to go visit, the old American spy base constructed over the remains of the bombed Berlin. They were all piled there after the war and they did in fact make a rather big hill (these bricks could be
certainly reused...). I really enjoyed filming myself while walking up and discover an amazing view with the morning sun and much brutalities in the surroundings like power plants and socialist
complexes. The American spy station was also quite amazing to behold from afar but did not want to go in at last, finding it all quite creepy (I am not so much of graffiti underground person I
guess). I instead recorded my thoughts quite allot particularly now that I am undergoing this crisis with the Swedish university system (another socialist complex?). After walking through wild
fields and large stretches of forests, I finally ended up, rather starving, in a very fancy villa area from which the rich Jewish people where deported to concentration camps. In reality, seeing such
a rich exuberance I wouldn't also completely dislike the idea that these new rich would be deported... such show off of richness was quite over the top particularly considering that these villas
(and embassies) where blocking the way to the little lakes where I wanted to consume my food. I ended up traveling back to the city and looking around the Berlin zoo for a place where to lay
down. After kilometers I found one and made myself a plastic spoon out of a plastic bottle to eat a yogurt (with fat because I really needed it). At that point, while filming the whole event, I
thought that my research could be in fact titled "The Art of (Digital) Surviving"... I feel now very strong, thanks to Myrthe, that I wish to stick to my plan, that I am strong only if these Super
Visors stop manipulating it for their own sake (still haven't checked my e-mail today however). Later I took again the commuter this time in the direction of my rented bedroom. I did stop in a
small hub to search for an Internet café where to do some work but it was hopeless, the place was just very fucked (practically, I guess completely destroyed by the war and reconstructed) but the
Germans where the most scary of all. I could not understand how such a rich country could have such miserable people and in reality I came to think that it is far better a badly administrated
country like Italy, with very dignified people (and today the government has fallen again), than such an apparently well off economy living in such miserable state like going in the metro with
kids and big cans of beers in the middle of the day and looking quite fucked up and in no way superior (maybe the Scandinavians will soon find themselves superior... I suspect it). Now home for
some battery recharging and updating ... will also have to check my e-mail... my face burns with the sun, my body feels extremely good, I feel stronger and fortified of the fact that I could do
such an extensive exploration with much digital material gathered a some sort of an hybrid of a "farunter"... and hunter roaming around and collecting data more like a farmer...    

I am seating on the commuter back to Berlin now, after a short chit chat with the apartment owner, Ulrike, the mother of one of the gay guys I met at my arrival, I sat off for a long journey to
Potsdam, a quite touristic destination but I was, as always, able to get further out into more spiritual destinations, doing quite allot of documentation and finally having literally almost all my
equipment but this phone without batteries. I really enjoyed the evening when the wind got down and the sun low while I was crossing the whole Sanssouci park from one end to another, through
the empty fields, thinking and rethinking about my willing for independence from academia. I even got to cross a swamp getting stuck on a sharp fence which I have tried to climb bare feet. A
German man with his daughter got me out getting his stick through an opening where I could get only my thumb to support me. That coast me a hole in my pants but nothing compared to all the
holes the shooting of the second world war has made on the buildings... It was really an house to house invasion. I am very hungry again but very happy, an happiness I wish to keep up away
from the depression caused by all that academia is imposing me. Looking at all the fancy palaces I came to realize that these university aristocrats only wish an artist to work for them, make more
beautiful their ugly socialist attempt... while myself really wants to build my own domain, without all the corruption typical of these aristocracies. I have been contemplating to go by land to a
conference in Latvia where Jacek will be and I should also present but I guess I have August this weekend...

Woke up really early today to catch the U-bahn to the S-bahn and then off to the airport, an easy-peasy small airport and an easy flight as well, working quite much at my project, then carrying a
little chart I just bought to carry my heavy backpack to the public library here in Stockholm. First I ate the usual salad in the sun but then got in the International library filled with old men
reading newspapers and sleeping, like I did for half an hour prior conceiving a further outcome of my work, namely this little bazaar I am thinking about to host possibly my dissertation work. I
did work on that as well, it could certainly work although one feels rather without all the drive that I had originally to accomplish it (this before the Super Visors got their hands on it). Soon I am
off to Petra, the ex colleague who has recently  been through some sort of battle to switch to a different department. I figure that all I want to do with my work is more in the fashion of a treatise,
like that which architects used to write at a certain point in their lives. I do not look for any career boost or anything, just my work within my framework which in the end is now really my drive,
a drive outside a social framework which is in fact the killer of all individuals' drive (this looking at the elders seating in front of me, reading all the newspaper pages one by one and eventually
dying upset). Still a big question for me then what should I do, but for now I will just hear what the different options and opinions are.  

A pretty dull day, this considering all the great walks I have accomplished in the past week in Berlin. Today instead was dedicated to establish the platform to move on with my ambitious
research plan, trying to bypass all the remarks of the supervisor I am now trying to change. I really need that sort of ambitious plan and feel rather idle to the kind of safe research he has advised
me to conduct. In this respect I have tried to contact all sort of people to investigate the procedures to move on in this direction. I am in contact already with a representative of the union, thus
using a bit of the communist infrastructure against communist ideology itself (this through my ex colleague Petra to who I met yesterday in a rather artistic apartment shared with a space
engineer). After some e-mailing around then, I hand washed a blanket I bought for Myrthe and the wool sweater I once got from Liselott. Then I went down to book the laundry in the basement
and realized that it has been cleaned up in the weekend, meaning that, as I expected, all Lamin things (Muslim ceremonial dresses and so forth) have been also tossed. I also went running, it went
well and felt no pain. The day has been in fact beautiful and I wish now to go back in the basement to fix and eventually use one of the bikes that I bought without wheels (I got another wheel
from an abandoned bike yesterday). This after some hours seating and reviewing my essays. Tomorrow the university and still pushing forward to fix my problem, mainly to be let independent!

I woke up super early again, three nights in a row thinking about my situation, my life-passion being confined within an academic framework in which I do not believe in. One of the professors I
contacted yesterday, Johan, has kindly replied to me, basically saying that in fact Staffan is the most appropriate person within the department and that any other supervisors would be anyway
chosen within it. I was actually hoping to get an external one to facilitate rather than block my idea. I felt relieved however when I read the mail after doing a thorough update of my project and
going to sleep again. As I got back to the university, I went in the little office that Roman was again talking Ukrainian on the phone. We shared opinions, he also thought I should keep on with
my plan and admitted that he has also lost faith in his project after his supervisors have narrowed him down. He goes for the strategy I also thought of, just comply with these conservative
dinosaurs and cultivate his passions on the side. Aside from working on other stuff which brings him extra income, he also writes plays... this is fantastic to notice how all these people with these
specialized professions, in reality cultivate totally different passions which would make them more humanly acceptable if they not put up this social mask. Is this my faith? Later I went to pick up
August, to spend the weekend with him but he gave an hard time saying that he wanted to be home, with his mother sick, eating candies and watching TV... what to do if not pray the Lord and
keep up with one's own passion? 

A kind of grayish day out but quite homy in a way, sleeping decently at last and chatting with Myrthe, reviving our love sentiments and also quite much rethinking my dissertation plane, now
posting in entirely on  my Website, this to make clear that it is a product within my framework and not under that of the power oriented establishment. I am actually quite satisfied now other then
I do not know how to proceed in the social context, feeling only lost there but just giving it allot of time. Petra, the artist with whom I have been in touch the last week who has recently changed
to aesthetics, was really impressed by my Website and I start feeling now that I should in fact go to the upcoming conference in Riga, at least to present my unaltered ideas, not caring about my
“supervisors” (one of them is actually going to be there). While waiting for Liselott to bring me August, I have been out running, very refreshing considering the amount of work I am now doing
daily. August is now here, wining a bit... he must be sick afterall and this could explain his behaviour yesterday... ought to take care of him now and maybe of myself... like bathing!

An easy day with August made easier by the idea I got to let him stay at my place tomorrow, pretending his sick. His mother is actually very sick and this has affected him but in reality, after
being with me a few hours, he was fresh like a flower. Today we took our usual walk to the opposite side of the bridge, on the sunny coast. Well, it was not sunny and the rain had turned
everything wet. The autumn was also very nice with its colors and I really felt a need to penetrate them, get in a forest, so we did not stop at the coast, where we normally stay contemplating the
water and the distant horizon as on top of a mountain, but went further in, between the big factories, in a strip of beautiful forest. August started pretending to be very tired and I had to find a spot
where to light a fire. I found one but the lighting of the fire took me over an hour, even if I had a piece of dry wood and I had predicted how hard it was going to be. I did manage however (this
miraculously, at our last attempt, with the last piece of paper left, saying a little pray) and there was enough heat to eat our lamb sausages (can one eat a sacrifice to God? August wondered). On
the way back we played a bit on a swing and caught a bus, not to make August too tired. I then went alone to do some extra grocery although I am now living as a little monk, trying to save,
knowing how economically precarious my future will be. I bought eggs and flour for a cake and like in the old days, August and I baked. Funny enough, this apartment, is very similar to the one
where he was born and now he must feel a bit at home... talking about getting born, I will show him soon a born to be wild movie.... a modern tragedy with Cain killing Abel, “Easy Rider”!

I quite nice day in fact! It always take some time to get readjusted to one another and now August and I are really in good terms. I thought it was going to be an idle day with him but in fact I first
did the laundry, updated my project, chatted with Myrthe while he was constructing fantastic world in his favorite video-game "Minecraft". Later on we went out for some refreshing gymnastic
and games my little public park (I feel very much like a Chinese living in the urban jungle and only living for his attachment to the public park). Back I warmed up some food (really quite much
saving, eating yesterday's barley and a salad which August loved). I at last started to rethink the little closet I have, now more as a storage for my "commercial productions" rather than a
bathroom to contain myself in my little room. In this respect I feel possibly like the slave who no longer hides in the earth the talent his master has given him (like me confined in a little room),
but try to invest it. My ambition is not money however, but rather self-sufficiency, a quasi perfect world which does not lack anything (not even the souvenir shop I am making) but yet will never
be complete (and this is maybe what makes it interesting and noble). As was measuring things, I also asked August again how he felt about me and his mom leaving apart and he said that it has
been the ugliest thing it has ever happened to him. This touched me really deep because I also suffer allot not for this really, but for him, for how he may feels. I hope we will have allot of good
quality time to spend together, I really hope our relationship can continue and we can make up together the time we are now loosing on the farm, due to his grandfather conservatism which in
reality for me reflects allot what I am experiencing at the university, the same Swedish bonism but an underlaying complete conservatism, a suffocating puritanism, at least suffocating for a
mountain person like me, growing in the blue and sunny sky. August I think understands my reasons and understand that I am not really the author of all these happenings but just a general
seconding the great flow of providence.   

A bit of a shitty day, gray Swedish oppressing weather and undefinable weather (no rain, no sun, not cold, not warm like the people) and a bit of the stressful going over to the other side of town
to deliver August. I did not feel so bad at all from the beginning, Myrthe did however, from the distance, having a bit of an emotional fever. August was also rather demanding, but at last it was
inspiring for me to read the Odyssey and get very nice metaphors for my paper writing. What a difference my life from a week ago, exposed to nature and the world and now here in this very safe
environment. I really miss that, the feeling of total satisfaction crossing cities, fields and woods. Now here I am in this plain bourgeoisie plateau, a great place to hatch kids and concepts but
certainly not a good one to develop them (has there ever being a Swedish genius, I mean an alcohol free genius, in Swedish history?). It is a bit the heart of unexposure this place and I am glad I
grew my kid and my art here and I am on my way out. I am seating outside of Liselott's place now, locked out. August did not wish to go to karate and I sincerely to want to comply to his
mother's initiatives. He had his training, crossing the city by foot today with me, going from the South station to the East station. I now look at the haze over me and start miss terribly the pierce
blue sky of the great South... a long way to go, the prophet Tiresias would tell me as he told Ulysses at the beginning of his journey after ten years of war. My ten years of war has also just ended
and I have already made some attempt to return.

A day of progress I would say. I actually felt really frustrated waking up in the morning after yesterday commuting and tasting back life with Liselott, waiting for her to come home with the keys
and feeling rather frustrated. I started the day really badly in fact, too many things in my mind to overcome. I masturbated, regretted it but at least got some focus and could really move forward
even communicating this to Myrthe. I latter decided to go to the university, my main drive being that I am almost out of the money I planned to have at my disposal to eat and decided to go there
to at least eat some of the fruit they have in baskets at the beginning of each week. I did so in fact, forgetting my laptop, which in fact was a blessing since I was fully able to concentrate on my
dissertation plan by sketching it down on paper, and at last submitting myself to my academic destiny after much reluctance, go for the arranged marriage with Mcluhan, marrying the old guy
and listening to  my supervisors. I actually refined quite well my plan so I only consider this a temporary engagement with the theorist, while latter I will have seventeen more
perspectives to look into without a need to consume all these reflections about the kind of lifelong practice I am conducting at once. I even went to the gym and felt really good about it,
stretching, running on a machine and timing it, boxing and weight lifting. If I am smart enough, I can use this situation to really get mentally and bodily fit. Later I went home to my computer in
order to put into a diagram my dissertation ideas (my strategy now is that I plan to have the diagram fully approved by my supervisors before moving forward). I actually ate some butter milk and
took a bed first falling asleep in the warm water and with a candle lighting the small environment. When I finally managed to get off, I have got an e-mail from Jacek where he mentioned that
Brett is attracted to another guy. What a damn slot! I would have left her on the instance, after so much investment. I communicated this to Myrthe and we agreed to keep faithful and “stupid”
about our love rather then being skeptic from the start and always dissatisfied like Jacek and Brett have been. After this, in my mind, I have beatified Jacek, I have never met a more holly person
than him. I am now actually on my way to a small gig he will do in town, this to show him a little support since he might have no more reasons in the future to come to Stockholm doing now his
PhD, exactly like me and on the same topic, down south in Malmo.   

As I was heading home after meeting Jacek at a noisy venue where he was performing electronic music with other musicians I turned on my phone to see if Myrthe had written me but found
furious messages from Liselott saying that August was sick and she had a meeting the day after. I then went to them instead and slept quite okay in August's room (the one I so passionately built
a year ago and a very fine place I would say with authentic stuff like a wooden floor). In the morning I did quite some work, which is still adjusting in a way now that I am trying to further select
stuff for my small commercialization project (a selection of a selection then). The interpretation of dreams in particular, which I used to do back in the days, was quite tripping, with allot of
relations to my past day as some sort of afterlife where life is rehearsed. I latter convinced August to follow me to the University so that I did not have to go back tomorrow and he can stay with




